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A MODULAR INVARIANCE ON THE THETA FUNCTIONS
DEFINED ON VERTEX OPERATOR ALGEBRAS

MASAHIKO MIYAMOTO

To Professor Toshiro Tsuzuku on his seventieth birthday

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper,V denotes a vertex operator algebra, or
VOA, (⊕∞n=0Vn,Y,1,ω) with central chargec andY (v,z) =∑v(n)z−n−1 denotes
a vertex operator ofv. (Abusing the notation, we also use it for vertex operators of
v for V -modules.)o(v) denotes the grade-keeping operator ofv, which is given by
v(m−1) for v ∈ Vm and defined by extending it for all elements ofV linearly. In
particular,o(ω) equalsL(0)= ω(1) for the Virasoro elementω of V ando(v)= v(0)
for v ∈ V1. In order to simplify the situation, we assume that dimV0= 1 so that there
is a constant〈v,u〉 ∈ C such thatv1u=−〈v,u〉1 for v,u ∈ V1.

We callV a rational vertex operator algebra in the case when eachV -module is
a direct sum of simple modules. DefineC2(V ) to be the subspace ofV spanned by
elementsu(−2)v for u,v ∈ V . We say thatV satisfiesconditionC2 if C2(V ) has
finite codimension inV . For aV -moduleM with gradingM =⊕Mm, we define the
formal character as

chq M = q−c/24
∑

dimMmq
m = trM q

−c/24+L(0). (1)

In this paper, we consider these functions less formally by takingq to be the usual
local parameterq = qτ = e2πιτ at infinity in the upper half-plane

H= {τ ∈ C | Iτ > 0
}
.

Although it is often said that a VOA is a conformal field theory with mathematically
rigorous axioms, the axioms of VOA do not assume the modular invariance. However,
Zhu [Z] showed the modular (SL2(Z)) invariance of the space〈
q
|a1|
1 · · ·q |an|n trW Y(a1,q1) · · ·Y (an,qn)qL(0)−c/24 :W irreducibleV -modules

〉
(2)

for a rational VOAV with central chargec andai ∈ V|ai | under conditionC2, which
are satisfied by many known examples, whereqj = qzj = e2πιzj and|ai | denotes the
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